
Lots Feedback

Feedback Response
TTAS will have 5 Lots – can you provide a list of the sub Lots or expected content of those Lots so that suppliers such as TRL can 
understand where their services could fit?

Having received such excellent feedback on the lot structure 
that was presented, we are currently reviewing it to ensure it 
will meet the requirements of both suppliers and customers. 
This is currently underway and we will be presenting the 
proposed revisions at the beginning of April.

Names of Lots should include other sectors hence should be more generic e.g.: Products, Software + Systems, Infrastructure

How will the process work for new products and systems to be introduced into during the TTAS lifetime?

If you have a product, in our case a VMS, and it automatically links into a “control system” these seem to be in a separate log. 
How will this be handled.

Lot 2 - Change to Transport Data & Professional Services
Lot 3 - Change to Highway Infrastructure or just infrastructure?

We provide two types of services
- Traffic management SW and data services – where would this fit the 5 Lots so far described?
- Research and consultancy in transport – R&C is not specifically referred to in the supplier day, where would this fit in the Lot 
structures you have proposed (Previously we may have used in TMTi12 – Traffic Management Professional Services and 15 – 
Catalogue)

We were one of the first TMT2 customers to purchase a parking enforcement camera car solution. Is there still scope for this 
under the Lot 5 Parking and Access Control Systems? 

In Lot 1, if it's physical, why have you put UTMC in there?

The explanation that the current 15 Lot Structure is causing an issue with Customers finding the correct Lot for what they are 
looking for is surprising! The TMT2 Lot structure was based upon lessons learnt from TMTF1 and seems to be a very much “does 
what it says on the tin” approach with “products” & “services” (mostly) quite well defined. The strategy to make this even clearer is 
a good one; however, I do not see how it is going to be easier to find the correct Lot if the Headings are even more generic than 
before and applied to a greatly reduced number of Lots. This is in particular regard to opening the Framework to a wider Customer 
base to include Rail, Air & Sea; where each area will have and use different terminology.
I believe the confusion that the current proposed structure could cause will not only cause issues with the Customers use of the 
Framework, it could cause issues and confusion with some organisations that are considering Tendering to become a supplier on 
the new Framework.  

TTAS will have 5 Lots – can you provide a list of the sub Lots or expected content of those Lots so that suppliers such as TRL can 
understand where their services could fit?
a.       Traffic management SW and data services – where would this fit the 5 Lots so far described?
b.       Research and consultancy in transport – R&C is not specifically referred to in the supplier day, where would this fit in the Lot 
structures you have proposed (Previously we may have used in TMTii 12 – Traffic Management Professional Services and 15 – 
Catalogue)

Needs a separate transport professional services Lot: Strategy Business Case, Target Op. Transformation, Change. We recognise that the ability to easily engage with 
professional consultancy is important to our suppliers and 
customers and the current review of the lot structure will 
reflect this.

How will lots distinguish between consultancy services and supply/maintenance of kit? Previously consultants were on supply lots 
as well as service lots – seemed unfair to those that weren't aware in the first place.

Please could you clarify whether the new framework is intended to be used for professional services (consultancy) or only for 
product supply?

Our preference (and I believe the preference of our customers, including Highways England and TfWM) would be to have a 
separate “Transport Professional Services” lot, offering the aforementioned services across the modes (Road, Rail, Aviation and 
Maritime).

Can you explain how research and consultancy, highway design services and other professional services will be procured?As we briefly discussed after the meeting, a lot of the concern/confusion in the room around the 5 lot structure.

Personally I suspect that is more to do with the titles and taken out of context as people just read the title and not the content, 
which is still being defined.
One potential way to make if clearer is that in the title attempt to make it focused as to what Customers/Suppliers are trying to 
Fix/achieve, rather then to specify a specific product service.
Possible examples could be:
1). Transport and Pedestrian Control Technologies
Design, Supply, Installation and/or Maintenance of Technology systems that control the movement of Transport and or 
Pedestrians
2). Transport and Pedestrian Data Capture Technologies
The capture and analysis of Transport and Pedestrian movement data to provide insight to understand movements that could 
provide insight to potential infrastructure changes, or evidence that changes made have delivered the expected movement 
improvements
3). Transport Technology Infrastructure
Supply, Install, Installation and/or maintenance of transport technology infrastructure that is either stand alone, or interfaces to 
existing or new control systems that are provided by others
Carbon Reduction Transport Technologies
Design, Supply, Installation and/or Maintenance of Technology systems that specifically are designed to reduce/eliminate carbon 
from existing infrastructure
4). Transport Technologies & Services Catalogue
The supply of transactional technology products and services which the supply chain can offer that are not of bespoke design to 
any specific customer or customer requirement

This detailed feedback is very welcome and this, alongside 
other supplier feedback, is being used to inform changes to 
the lot structure which will be present to suppliers and 
customers at the beginning of April.



Comment
2)      The compression of TMT2’s 15 lots into 5 lots was described as making the whole framework simpler, yet the experts in the 
room found it more difficult to understand so the mapping document was handed out to try to make it understandable.
a)      Part of the problem with the five lots is that the names they have been given  are not suitably descriptive and some elements 
can be readily attributable to more than one lot
b)      Another issue is that the terminology used is not necessarily that used in the Technology Industry adding to the confusion (e.
g. Roadside Furniture is generally cabinets and super structures rather than electronic equipment).
c)      There is no clear lot for buying professional services.
d)      Sustainable Transport Technologies is actually quite meaningless in itself.
e)      Roadside Furniture excludes the other traffic modes hoping to be included

Suggestion
2)      The compression into five lots in principle is a good idea but the titles should be reconsidered and one option would be;
Lot 1 – The Catalogue – The supply only of all types of equipment.
Lot 2 – Active Equipment – The supply and installation of electronic equipment with some level of intelligence. E.g. Message 
Signs, Camera outstations, Back Office Platforms etc.
Lot 3 – Passive Equipment – The supply and installation of equipment with no level of intelligence.  E.g. Cabinets, Cables, Street 
Lighting Columns, Switchgear etc.
Lot 4 – Professional Services – The provision of Consultancy types of professional services traditionally Design services, scheme 
identification services, Project management services etc.
Lot 5 – Systems Integration – The provision of mixtures of the other four lots to suit the needs of the customers.
This type of lot structure allows for procurement of all types except privately financed, although I am sure the PSC will have a 
schedule allowing that option.

This detailed feedback is very welcome and this, alongside 
other supplier feedback, is being used to inform changes to 
the lot structure which will be present to suppliers and 
customers at the beginning of April.

 As examples,
a)      Customers just wanting to buy products to replenish maintenance stocks can use lot 1.
b)      Customers wanting to have a street lighting scheme covering a single road can use Lot 3.
c)      Customers wanting to have the technology aspects of a Smart Motorway installed on a section on the M1 can use Lot 5.
d)      Customers wanting to have a completely new UTMC system including Message Signs, CCTV, Data Transmission Network 
and Common Database can use lot 5.
e)      Customers wanting to extend and existing ducted network alongside an existing runway can use lot 3.
f)       Customers wanting  to know what to do with a section of the A14 near Cambridge can use lot 4.
g)      Customers wanting to have a design and build scheme on the A1(M) to make it into an expressway can use lot 5.
h)      Customers just wanting to have message signs installed on an existing section of motorway can use lot 2.

4)      The inclusion of transportation modes other than roads seems a little like running before one can walk effectively.  Having 
realised, after each version of the TMTF so far, that the previous one wasn’t perhaps all that it could be, it seems a little dangerous 
to try to embroil the other modes before cracking this one correctly.
Suggestion
4)      Use a lot structure capable of covering the other modes but don’t necessarily invite them openly to participate until perhaps 
year 2 or 3 when the suitability of the framework in general has been assessed.

Will opportunities be shared across all relevant lots, so no opportunities are missed? Yes we aim to make the Lots more flexible to maximise 
opportunities for both suppliers and customers

Will there be scope for temporary traffic management solutions? Yes as we will ensure the traffic management is still 
supported within the lots

Will the provision and installation of Electric Vehicle charging points be included within this framework? Yes we aim to have this covered by one of the revised lots

With the lots looking quite vague at the moment is there a danger that a supplier can provide the same goods and services as you 
but from a different lot (and therefore gone through a different selection process).
e.g. EV chargers could be considered as part of lot 5 parking and Access control but could also be supplied from lot 4 Sustainable 
transport tech.
How are you going to ensure this doesn't happen?

We will ensure there is clear guidance on what products / 
services will be covered within the revised lot structure

Can you expand on the "additional services" element and will this be standalone or have to be procured along with a core service. 
What are some examples of these VA services

As part of the revised lot structure suppliers will be able to 
offer products, services, or a mix of the two to provide 
flexibiity for both suppliers and customers.

1. Communications Lot
- What has happened to Lot 11? Which Lot will this be merged into? Unfortunately we didn’t get onto Lot 11 for TMT2,
so all our customers bought our equipment through the catalogue (though only around £60k worth, as the catalogue was
also very complicated).
This could still be the case, however it would be good to be on the communication Lot(s).
I have also found out that a Framework agreement for Communications (Network Services 2) has been let already, however
I have not heard about this. Surely as a COMM's provider on the catalogue, CCS should have informed NOW Wireless about this 
contract?

Lot 11 was removed as it was showing no spend but further 
investigation has shown this is still a requirement so will be 
look at where it can reintroduced

I) why Lot 11 has been dropped; and
ii) where/how the procurement of traffic management communications is to be handled?

1.Transport was mentioned rather than Traffic Technology – My recommendation would be reconsider this as in my experience 
transport means logistics I would consider something along the lines of Mobility

2.The mention of including Rail, Aviation and Marine procurement in the TTAS contract how will they be included in the proposed 
Lots 1 – 4 as all refer to traffic equipment?

On choosing the name for the new iteration, we carefully 
considered words related to movement and we found 
transport was the ideal fit for what CCS are trying to achieve 
with TTAS.

4)      The inclusion of transportation modes other than roads seems a little like running before one can walk effectively.  Having 
realised, after each version of the TMTF so far, that the previous one wasn’t perhaps all that it could be, it seems a little dangerous 
to try to embroil the other modes before cracking this one correctly.
Suggestion
4)      Use a lot structure capable of covering the other modes but don’t necessarily invite them openly to participate until perhaps 
year 2 or 3 when the suitability of the framework in general has been assessed.

We are currently reviewing the lot structure based on 
feedback from our supply chain and we will be having a 
separate Lot for consultants / business specialists.



Which government (national or local) organisations are likely to use the TTAS Framework for Aviation, Marine and Rail aspects?
Which technologies and services for Aviation, Marine & Rail sectors would be covered within the proposed lots?
Whether you envisage any additional Lots to be introduced to cover topics of relevance to these other sectors?

We are reaching out to a number of potential customers 
within aviation, marine, and rail both national and local to 
ensure the products / services offered with TTAS can meet 
their needs.
The lot structure is currently being reviewed based on the 
supplier feedback and we will be providing webinars for 
further feedback in the next few weeks.


